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About This Game

Welcome to Wintreal, a small town in the northern US and home to the Blue Norholm Centenary School. Today is Ian’s first day
at his new school. Being blind, Ian has always relied on North, his faithful seeing eye dog, to guide him. But not everything is as

it seems at Blue Norholm, and it won’t take long until Ian’s blindness will be the least of North’s problems…

Features

Guide Ian through the game as North, his faithful canine companion

Use stealth, misdirection an guile to avoid the ghoulish students

No violence
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Fun driving game reminiscent of Flatout, with nice off-road environments. What's not to like.

Performance is much better than that of Carmageddon: Reincarnation, too. Lol.. Best track of the word!. its a great game about
you being god and douing whatewer you want. This isnt a game, its a work of art.

A smidge on the pricey side, but still well done. If it ever goes on sale for ~5$ dont hesitate to pick it up.. AMAZING ! (I LIKE
SO MUCH THE FNAFS)

- JUMP SCARE / OK

- WEAR HEADPHONE ON MAX LVL

- PLAY 15 MIN

- PLAY AGAIN...AGAIN. My god, that ending... now I get why every person and their mother wants Half-Life 3. (sorry for
being so late to the party)
. Fun little game, not too hard to play (though it a shame he doensnt give you hints with what he says) lovely music in the
background and a nice story. Worth it!. I'm a sucker for twin-stick shooters and I'm a sucker for incremental/idle games. This
game's first 12 hours was great! But the end boss is ♥♥♥♥ing awful--too powerful by several orders of magnitude--and I'll
never finish it. The last building unlock was also a gigantic letdown.

And that's a huge shame. I can't recommend it even to weirdos like me who love the building blocks this thing is made with.
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I actually liked the first Heroes Rise spin-off Hero Project: Redemption Season despite few flaws. First because of the story, an
unique powered hero going into a superhero reality show to save disabled sister. I liked it very much because even in bigger
picture as a superhero, it felt personal.

The sequel, if you played the demo, threw the core of this spin-off Hero Project out the way. Titled as Hero Project and making
MC being kicked out of the reality show because \u2018plot reasons\u2019 didn't click well for me. With core concept that I
liked out the way, main character is thrown into situations I personally chose not to be yet I still was going into it, forcefully. As
a CYOA, I should be able to choose how I want to progress my adventure? Atleast same goal through different path\/method?
Lack of variations with replay value only down to different type of motivations is disappointing also.

Then, there were given a lot of old and new groups and characters with new motivations and political stances. Characters are
'rebranding' and changing new group regularly, which is tedious for me to keep checking characters stat screen to understand
what is happening. In the end I just couldn\u2019t care about anyone else except few core characters especially from main
trilogy.

And the political agendas? It was just too much to process with a lot characters jumping around and was felt as forceful,
especially after playing as First MC shortly and his agenda still feels closer to the heart than the new one. Shows what quality
Heroes Rise trilogy have compared to this spinoff. I respect the author for juggling so many characters, groups, stats etc but it
all just didn\u2019t fit together. It felt 'Disembodied'.

Only good thing is short but sweet opportunity to play as original series MC and teamwork towards final villain,that raised more
questions than answers. Not the conclusion or 'bonus' epilogue I was expecting, again didn't click well for me. That is my two
cents anyway, for anyone still interested, please go ahead and try for yourself. Not recommended for anyone looking to play
superhero CYOA. Try something else.

4\/10 More to political than superhero.. I don't do reviews usually but here goes:-

Runeyana is at it's core a 3d hack and slash game, but it has a few twists thrown in to up the gameplay value.

 Crafting your own armour and weapons from creature drops is quite rewarding (ala Monster Hunter), but has to be done at a
specific NPC after finding a blueprint for the armour\/weapon you want, the UI here can get somewhat confusing and it's not
always apparent what you need to actually craft the item you want.
 I also have an issue with everytime I approach the crafting guy a tutorial screen pops up which has to be dismissed by bringing
up the cursor.......which brings us to the UI.

 The UI is (to put it bluntly) awful, bringing up the cursor to click stuff is fine however it doesn't pause the game or detach the
mouse from the looking around function, by experience I've had a level-up screen pop up as I was taking a jump miles off the
ground, this not only obscured half my screen but my flailing around trying to dismiss it resulted in a plummet downwards, the
UI and menu system needs a serious re-vamp.

 Don't want to totally wail on the game as it has a few nice touchs too, I personally think the charactor art is amazing, the ability
to craft a chest once you get to the main city which appears in other peoples games (they can loot your cash -hide it well) is a
cool idea, you can also get prestige with certain factions who will then guard your chest whilst you are away, I did notice
something about them guarding your buildings too but I haven't got that far into it yet.

 Pros:
 What's there is very playable and fairly solid.
 7 hours in -not a single crash.
 Has a lot of potential once the features are all in place.
 Developer is very passionate and active in the community.
 Has a charming quirkiness to it that draws you back in.

 Cons:
 The UI is a lesson in frustration and confusion at the same time.
 Tutorials (lack of and show up too much when they do).
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 Dying is easy in the main city with some enemies one shotting you, after death your health isn't replenished forcing you to
make vast amounts of potions to get anywhere.

 Since my initial review this has been pushed to a full release, almost none of it's initial flaws have been addressed and the game
remains unfinished, if the game gets a major UI overhaul along with some odd quirks being addressed then it might warrent a
thumbs up.. Is very good game. I play for a lot of hours when I first tried it. I beat it and play it again. It is recommend for my
fellow bronies. ;D It is the very best. Sorry I have bad English I am not a good enlish speaker. I am a russian person.. Great
survival game, just look at peoples hours played (Good Indicator). QUICK TIP: Set Crafting & Inventory to the same key (both
menus then appear on screen together) instead of them having individual keyboard keys, saves messing about and panicking
when getting attacked while building changing weapons eating etc.. Duckhunt meets terminator, has baby raised by Carl from
Slingblade. The only bad thing about this game is after playing a round, my index finger feels like I'm sixteen and just got home
from a highschool prom.. A fun little "puzzle" platformer. Be warned, some of the puzzles are just praying to RNJesus and then
the "jump puzzles" are sheer dumb luck in some places as no shadows and even the slightest mistouch and you slide off to your
doom. Also, there is a level where you have to jump across moving platforms to an archer. He can shoot you as you are landing
and have it slide you off the platform thus taking 2 out of your 3 hearts in damage (there is fall damage if high enough). If you
don't mind restarting levels because of varying bugs occassionally screwing things up and can see past those then you can enjoy
this game. Graphics are ok, music is nice, and the whole mario kill effect can be fun as well as the enemies friendly fire.

Update: devs quickly fixed the big issue that I marked as a no so it's now a yes.
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